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1. All questions are compulsory. 
2. Figures to the right indicate full marks.  
3. Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary. 
4. Start new question on new page. 
 

Q.1 Do as directed. (08) 
A. Multiple choice type questions. (Each of 0.5 mark)  
 1. Mussolini is associated with which of the following ideology? 

a) Communism b) Socialism  c) Fascism d) Nazism 
 

 2. Which of the following is not a left wing ideology? 
a) Socialism b) Communism c) Collectivism d) Conservatism 

 

 3. The modern liberals seek to protect the intents of 
a) Working class    b) Capitalists 

 c) Landed aristocrats    d) All of the above 

 

 4. The modern individuals consider the state as the: 
a) Omnipotent     b) Indispensable 
c) One of many groups   d) Superfluous 

 

 5. Utilitarianism is associated with the name of: 
a) Hegel  b) Bentham  c) Locke  d) Green 

 

 6. The principle of “greatest good of the greatest number” was advocated by: 
a) Idealists  b) Individualists c) Utilitarianism d) Marxist 

 

 7. Individualism is also known as 
a) Idealism  b) Collectivism c) Syndicalism  d) Laissez 

 

 8. Bentham claims that nature has placed mankind under two sovereign masters 
a) pain and pleasure          b) Good and evil  
c) God and devil               d) Duty and self interest 

 

 9. According to Bentham, the principle of utility is appropriately applied to:- 
a) Individuals     b) Governments 
c) Both a and b    d) Neither a nor b  

 

 10. When faced with the complaint that utilitarianism is a doctrine worthy of swine, Mill responds 
that differ in:- 
a) Purity  b) Quality  c) Species  d) Weight 

 

 11. Mill claims that a happy life is one of:- 
a) Tranquillity     b) Excitement 
c) Both a and b    d) Neither a nor b 

 

 12. Who of the following believed in class struggle? 
a) J.S. Mill  b) Hegel  c) T.H. Green  d) Karl Marx 

 

 13. According to Marx the state is:- 
a) The ethical idea   b) A necessary evil 
c) Necessary good                         d) An instrument of class exploitation 

 

 14. Which of the following is not true about Marxian socialism? 
a) The state will be replaced by classless society 
b) They favour negative freedom for members 
c) They hold faith in planned economy 
d) They are opposed to production for the sake of profit 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 15. Which one of the following is not true about socialism? 

a) They do not favour individual liberty 
b) They assume that the state will wither away 
c) They believe that the state is means to an end 
d) They believe that state has always been siding with propertied class 

 

 16. Which of the following is not true about Marxian Socialists? 
a) They favour positive freedom for members 
b) They are opposed to planned economy 
c) They are opposed to private property 
d) They are opposed to inequality 

 

B. Terms/ Short notes/ Case study/ Charts/ Graphs/ Tables, etc. (Each of 01 mark) (07) 
 1. What was Marxism based on?  
 2. What do the socialists believe in?  
 3. Give an example of socialism.  
  4. Name any three capitalist countries.  
  5. The term “fascism” is derived from the word “facio” which means?  
  6. What is ideology of individualism?  
  7. Give example of individualism.  

Q.2 Answer the following.  
A. Explain aspects of ideology. (04) 
B. Explain Karl Popper’s Negative utilitarianism. (04) 
C. Write about features of dialectical materialism. (04) 

 OR  
C. Discuss the disadvantages of Socialism. (04) 

Q.3 Answer the following.  
A.  Explain ideology of Absolutism with example. (05) 
B.  Explain Mill’s view of utilitarianism. (05) 
C.  Explain law of the negation of negation. (05) 

 OR  
C. Discuss the methods of democratic socialism. (05) 

Q.4 Answer the following.  
A. Explain centre wing political ideology. (06) 
B.  Compare classical and modern liberalism.  (06) 
C.  Discuss the characteristics of fascist philosophy. (06) 

 OR  
C.  Explain interaction of base and superstructure. (06) 

 


